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      'He offers dozens of stories, interviews with reporters, and historical references to bolster his idea that from reflective practitioners comes ethical journalism, and ethical journalism is good journalism... As a guide to applied ethics in international journalism, this collection of recent and historical cases provides grist for solid debate... Altogether The Ethical Journalist presents a glimpse at how British and other journalists grapple with the ethical demands of their employers, their audiences, and even their governments' -
 Jan Leach



  
              


    
      



 


 
      The book will be regularly used and recommended to students.




  
          Dr Martina Topic




              


    
      



 


 
      Suddenly one of the most important subjects in Journalism. We cannot really now teach journalism without a textbook on the subject of ethics.




  
          Mr Philip Cowan




              


    
      



 


 
      Excellent book, provokes discussion and opens up new perspectives to the students.




  
          Dr Kristina Widestedt




              


    
      



 


 
      I recommend this book as the one to buy (if students only buy one!) for our Journalism Ethics course for 3rd year Journalism students. There are 69 of them currently. The book is practical and best of all, has abridged extracts from the codes and regulations which govern journalism ethics. Invaluable..reallay the best in the field I would say.




  
          Ms Barbara Schofield
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